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Imprint Area: Entire Cloth
Cloth Color: ________ poly
Qty: __
Graphic Size: _____ ”L x _____ ”H

Order# ______
Date: _______

Layout Creator: __              

This product is being printed digitally in 4 color process (CMYK). PMS numbers are used as a reference point and colors will be matched as close as the 4 color process can achieve, however it is not always an exact match. The front panel is dye-sublimated to 
match the stock poly color chosen. Some variation between the tablecloth color and the printed panel should be anticipated, however when the cloth is placed on a table it is not seen as a noticeable di�erence. Do not expect the �nished product to look like 
the colors displayed on your computer monitor. Reference a PMS book for graphic colors and if an exact fabric color is critical be sure to look at a physical swatch of the fabric. If PMS numbers are not called out and the proof is approved on CMYK values only 

we will not accept returns for color discrepancies. It is recommended that PMS colors be assigned to spot color elements or a physical “match print” be provided if color is critical.
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TEMPLATE USE INSTRUCTIONS:

1- Do not change template size.
2- Leave template CMYK.
3- Do not flatten template.
4- Place your art on ARTWORK LAYER
5- All fonts MUST be outlined

6- We need a safety of 2” top and bottom and 4” on the sides of your art
     Make sure no critical elements of your art fall in the safety area
7- We match PMS SOLID COATED colors only, PMS colors in your art 
     must be embedded as spot colors.
8- All placed images should be 150 DPI @ print size and MUST be embeded
9- Any images or elements that extend to edges of imprint area, require 3” 
     of extra image for bleed

30’’ x 96’’ x 30’’ Fitted Tablecloth Template


